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What is a “DNA Island”?

• We may be 
familiar with 
Genetic Networks 
(one of several terms I’ve 
seen to describe the same 
phenomenon):

• Groups of DNA 
matches that all 
share the same 
ancestor(s)

From: https://www.yourdnaguide.com/ydgblog/2021/what-is-genetic-network-dna



• Putting the two concepts together yields what I call a “DNA Island”

• A Genetic Network of DNA matches that clearly all share the same 
common ancestor(s) but yet are unable to be tied into your family 
tree

What is a “DNA Island”?

?



My Testing Situation
• My father passed away in 1979 so DNA was not an option; I tested my 

mother who passed away in 2015

• As a proxy I tested a paternal uncle as well as some 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

cousins

Ken
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Best Option is to Test BOTH Parents!

• Keep in mind that while you get 1 full set of chromosomes from each 
parent that is not the case for using an Aunt or Uncle

• So, in this instance, it’s possible to have a DNA match that matches 
neither my mother nor my uncle

https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4



My “DNA Island” 

• 25 matches on Ancestry with the 
surname “Shipp” in their tree
• Range from as low as 8 cM to 27 cMs

with 7 above 20 cMs



Selecting the Top “Shipp” Match (24 cMs)

• Looking at shared matches for that top Shipp 
match yielded 26 shared matches (20 cMs+)
• NOTE: There was also a 27 cM match in this 

genetic network but did not have a Shipp in a 
public tree

• The only one of those matches showing a 
known common ancestor is my brother who 
obviously shares DNA on both paternal and 
maternal side

• NO shared DNA indicated on Ancestry to 
either my mother’s kit or my uncle’s kit



No Strong or even Moderate Matches

• Best match 
was only 25 
cMs



What I Am Left With

• Probably 100+ of DNA matches in the 20 to 27 cM range

• Estimating perhaps 200+ matches total that are in this genetic 
network

• Many have the same Shipp family in their trees so I know that 
common ancestry line --- I just don’t know where to connect it



Check the Mother and Uncle Kits for “Shipp”

• Uncle’s kit has 2 20+ cM matches 
with the surname “Shipp”
• The 22 cM match was not in my 

match list

• However, a 20 cM match WAS in my 
match list



Check the Mother and Uncle Kits for “Shipp”

• Mother’s kit has 75 
matches with Shipp 
surname in trees

• Strongest (34 cMs) is a 
match I’ve confirmed to be 
the uncle of a famous 
person from KY; tree has 
60,000+ people and has a 
Shipp line in VA (note: I do 
not match this person)



Next Steps – Spreadsheet Methodology

1. Start with all DNA matches to my kit with Shipp surname

2. For the closest matches, examine the shared matches (looking 
particularly for repeated matches)

3. Construct a tentative Shipp Genetic Network (use Ancestry’s tag 
groups to delineate)

4. Export those matches to a spreadsheet

5. Test each match for both the mother’s kit and the uncle’s kit and 
annotate in the spreadsheet

6. (ASIDE) Construct a Q&D family tree based on the family that 
frequently was in the matches tree



A Challenge Without a Chromosome Browser

• Family Tree DNA, My Heritage, 23andMe, and GEDmatch all have 
chromosome browsers

• Unfortunately Ancestry does not have one
• No way to determine what chromosome(s) the matches are on

• It seems that most of these matches share across just one segment



Put Match Results
in a Spreadsheet
• Use the best 35 matches and 

added manually
• 31 out of 35 matched mom
• 2 out of 35 matched uncle
• Now it becomes clear the 

Shipp match is on the 
maternal side

• Notice the common 
occurrence where ~24 cMs in 
my kit is ~14 cMs in mom’s 
kit

• Many trees showing the 
same family line



Using the Various Trees of Matches, Construct 
a “Quick & Dirty” Tree
• Tree from one of the 24 cM

matches, in this case the test 
taker has the Shipp surname

• So, I will construct a quick & 
dirty tree for Henry Shipp



Build a Tree for 
that common 
family line

• As always for quick & 
dirty trees, keep it private 
and unsearchable

• Search the DNA matches 
for some of these other 
surnames:

Ransom, Moon, Brooks, 
Gadberry, Umn



My Assessment:

• This may be a “sticky” segment that is common to many DNA matches and 
passed largely intact through many generations
• Seems to be consistent segment, ~25 cMs, and shared by many

• This is a line on my maternal side where Ancestry’s Timbre algorithm appears to 
have split the same DNA segment on my mom’s kit but did not split it on my kit 
--- This is why this network appeared to be a “DNA Island”

• NEXT STEPS: 
• Work the Q&D tree back in time and search for surnames from that tree in my DNA matches, 

checking for any sign of shared matches
• Search for a connection between the famous connection in KY and the Shipp’s in AR
• Try chromosome sites (MH, FTDNA, 23&Me, GEDmatch) to see if I can find any of these 

people



Discuss!
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